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'GUIDELINES_FOR EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
WITH RESPECT TO SOCIAL CONTENT

Purpose

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide consistent, systematic standards
for evaluating instructional materials proposed, for use in Californ.a's public
schools to ensure compliance with the Education Code.

Children pattern their interests, prejudices, and ideas after what they see and
hear. Children dream of and aspire to those goals they are encouraged to attain.
Their world can be expansive and filled with exciting and infinite possibilities,
or frustrating in Its limitations, depending on their exposure: Much of a .
child's early develoPment takes place in school, and the potentially positive
or negative effect of the school experience is understood. The Legislature
recognized the vital role instructional materials play in the formation of a
child's attitudes and beliefs when it adopted Education Code Sections 60040
through 60044 (see page 18).

These guidelines are not intended to supplant the evaluator's judgment, because
it would be impossible to do so. They do comprise'the minimum standards for
acceptabilit17, inCluding*compliance with Education Cod'e Sections 60040 and
60044.

In. order to portray accurately the cultural and racial diversity and, the male and
female roles in our society, instructional materials must encourage students'to
understand not only the historical roles and contributions of women and minori-

. ties, but also the forces which shaped those roles-and contributions, and how and
why the contemporary roles and cOntribUtions of women;and minorities are different.

General' Limitations

1. The guidelines should be used when evaluating both the student material and
the teacher material.- In no event should nstructions in a teacher manual
designed to overcome nonpompliant pictures or text in a pupil edition be
given any consideration in evaluation of the pupil edition.

2. In certain limited pituatiohs it would'be inappropriate to require that a
pictorial or textual item conform exactly to these guidelines. Such an
instance would arise, for.example, in reprinting an item of classical.or
contemporary literature, musie, or art, including folktales, which is con-
sidered to make an important contribution to a given instructional material.
In such a situation, however, discussion materiaL;should be included in the
pupil edition-indicating .that, for example, although a particular att4tude

t' toward women or a minority group was prevalent during a certain period in
history, or is prevalent, in the particular culture.or country depicted,
that attitude has changed or does not occur in the contemporary Unied
States, as appropriate.

3. When examining an instructional material 'r adverse reflection on one's
race, creed, sex, and so an prohibited ducation Code Section 60044,
the evaluator should make a kualitat dgment with respect to stories
or articles having a historical or p cularcultural perspective. Any

1
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descrippion, depiction, label, or retort found to be, by itself, an adverse
teflection should not be judged out of context., Rather, the story or article

4
should be ex(mined for, appropriate explanations, diScussion, or other devices
included therein, or.emmediately attached thereto, whi.ch may overcome the
impact ofsuch offending words or pictures. The instructional material
shoUld be rejected only if, on a total basis, the story or article would, in
the mind of an average puc\il for whom the material is intended, reflect
adversely upon a person because of his or her race, color, creed, national
origin, ancestry, seir or occupation.

*

4. These guidelines may be inapplicable to certain instructional materials. For'
example, materials need, not include referees- to people. T4erefore, math
problems described solely in abstract termg or stories about animalslwithout
human attributes are outside, the scope of these guidelines. Additionally,

materials which contain references to children need not include references to
adults.

5. In determining how strictly to apply the guidelines,c-RsIderation must als6
be given to the number of characters presented and the relationship among
them. For eXample, if there are only three or four main characters,,or if
all of the main characters are members of the save family, it would obviously
be unrealistic to expect a wide diversity of ethnic-groups and kinds of roles
portrayed. Likewise, if the setting is restricted to a certain locale, such
as a large, city ghetto or a sparsely settled desert region, the possibilities
for showing a wide range of socioeconomic groups in a wide range of activi
ties are necessarily limited. '

Materials-in a Series

In the evaluation of instructional materials which are designed to bed used as a
basic program, eaoh component thereof shall be judged individually for compliance
and without regard to the content of any other 'component.

2
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SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR,EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS t
BY MEMBE4OF THE LEGAL COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

A. Male and Female Roles--Education Code Sections 60040(a) and 60044(b)

In order to encourage the individual development and self-esteem of each
pupil, regardless of gender, instructional materials, when they portray
people (or animals having identifiable human attributes), shall portray

A 4 women and men, girls and boys, in a wide variety of occupational, emotional,
and behavioral situations, presenting both sexes in the full range of their
human potential.

The folloWing criteria #1 and #2 are essential,* and each shall be met. The
remainder of the criteria should be net, but 100 percent compliance on each
one is not essential to a "yes" vote. Unless the defiqenry is flagrant,
failure in one category of Criterion #3 should not disqualify the item, ,pro-
vided'it meets the other categories to a reasonable degree. The categories
within Criterion #3 may be judged as.a group,'wherein an especially good
rating on one category may compensate for a poor ,.howing-on another one.

Regardless of subject area, all the following criteria. apply to all instruc-
tional materials that-feflect contemporary United States or California
society or any unidentifiable society. In addition, Criterion #1 applies to

all materials that reflect any society outside the United States (but see
General Limitations #3 on page 1).

Consideration is.given to reprints of certain types of literature, music, and
art which do not conform to any one or tore of these criteria (see General
Limitations #2). For example, when references to women are omitted; their
absence must be discussed and questioned in,the student edition, with an eye
toward making the student aware of the historical and cultural situation in
.which this inequality occurred, the process of philosophical change and its
effects on social patterns, and the underlying -goal of equality basic Co our
democratic'system.

N.

I. Descriptions, depictions, labels, or retorts which tend to demean,
stereotype, or be patronizing toward females must not appear.

(Do references to women indicate t=hat their-talents, intelligence,
or activities are'inferior tothose of men; or that they are
incapable of handling a situation without a man's assistance? For
example, there should be no labels such as "old maids," "fishwives,"
"benpeckers," or "woman driver," or retorts such as "she's only a
girl" or 'what do yoU expect from a girl?" .Such references con-
stitute adverse reflections. See discussion in "General Limits,-
tions" on page 1.)

6

IF 2. Instructional materials containing references to, or illustrations of,
people must refer to or illustrate males and females approximately
evenly, in both number and importance, except as limited by accuracy or
spectal purpose.

(This criterion is largely self-explanatory. It applies to,
any materials in which the gender of persons is referted to or
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N.

-illustrated, whether incidental to the purpose of the material: or
not. Even though'numerically the portrayals of males and females
may be approximately even, the aspect of importance or impact of
those portrayals is a qualitative judgment. For example, assume
that a single illustration of one or more females is quantitatively
overbalanced by a ten page story of one or more male characters.
If, however, the illustration is judged to have an educational
effectiveness or impact equal to or greater than that of the story,
the two items may be considered to be in balance.)

3A. Mentally and physically' active, creative, problemsolving roles and
success and failure in those roles, should be divided approximately
evenly between male and female characters.

(It is important to look for instances in which females, both girls
and'Women,,are.involved in mentally and physically active, creative,,
problemsolving roles=such as conducting a science experiment,
participating in sports, repairing a broken object, building a
bookcase--that are all too often-depicted as maleoriented, and
determine whether such instances occur in a fair proportion to those
involving males,

The consequences of activity undertaken by males and females must
be observed. Positive or negative results can come from the under ,

taking of any task. A pattern of positive or negative results,
perhaps moac simply defined as success or failure, should npt.emerge
as correlated with sex. It is not sulgested that all characters
succeed at all times. However, the ratio of success to `failure
must be approximately the same for female characters as for male
characters.)

3B. Emotions--for example, fear, anger, aggression, excitement, or

tenderness--dhould occur randomly among characters regardless of
gender.

(All people are cape e of, and susceptible to, all emotions;
and the idea that only females- cry and only males fight is an
inaccurate projection of reality. This is not to say, that
instructional materials must consistently depict males and females
in reversed emotional roles. Evaluators should, however, be aware
of the tendency to stereotype emotions. If any pattern appears,
such as only females expressing fear or tenderness, or only males
expressing anger, the material does not meet-this criterion.)

3C. Traditional activities engaged in by characters of one sex should be
balanced by the presentation of nontraditional activities for characters
Of that sex.

d°P
("Traditional" in this criterion refers to activities which are
generally Associated with pe -fons of one sex. For instance, women
cooking, sewing, or cleaning; men working in employment outside
the home; boys playing baseball; or girls playing with dolls.
The instructional materials certainly need not exclude such activ
ities. They should balance such portrayals with their opposite--

ilk nontraditional activities for such persons. Examples might be a

4 3
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boy reading or at quiet play or a man seAinK help solving a problem.
Adults of both sexes should be portrayed in domestic chores, recre-
ational activities,.and creative endeavors whenever these activi-
ties are portrayed in the materials. Balance is achieved when
instances of traditional activity can be shown in fair proportion
with instances of nontraditional adtiviET, The evaluator should
make a qualitative judgment about the qoMpeting portrayals. For

example, a single illustration or a short poem which i nontradi-

tional is 9uantitatively overbalanced by a ten-page stdry involving
a traditional activity. However, the story would still be accept-
able if the illustration or poem has an educational effectiveness
or impact equal to or greater than that of the story.)

3D. If professional or executive roles, or vocations, trades, or other
gainful occupa kons are portrayed, men and women should be represented
therein approximately equally.

(This criterion is relatively self-explanatory. Its purpose is to

expand the portrayal of occupational roles of men and women and
enable pupils to identify with all fields of enterprise, regardless

. of sex.

Evaluators should ensure that instructional materials indicate an
equally wide variety of vocational choices for men and women,
Measured by the number of vocations in which women are depicted,
compared to the number in which men are depicted. Disproportionate
numbers of women portrayed in a particular vocalion should indicate
that the material requires-careful scrutiny forlicompliance.-

Many professions--for example, mediCine., law, engineering,,and
banking- -are typically portrayed as male-dominated. Evaluators
should ensure that women are depicted in such professional roles
approximately a often as.men. Whether such equality is achieved
can most coolly be ascertained by a simple head cont comparison of
male and female main and taCkground characters portrayed in proles'-
sional roles. Women should also be presented in executive posi-
tions--as business executives, offiCials, and administrators, for
example--as often as men are. Similarly, women should be presented
in skilled occup& ions, such as building and other technical trades.)

6

3S. Where life-style choices are discussed, boys and girls should be offered
an equally tide' range of such aspirations and choices.

(Various occupations and various life styles -- marriage, remaining
'single, raising childten or not doing so--should also be cast in an
affirmative light. A pupil should learn that women can, and do,
work outside the home, but sometimes, like men, are unhappy, tired,
or too busy to enjoy doing all the things they might like to do.
Plans of pupils for their own futures should not be sex -stereotyped.)`

3F. Whenever a material presents developments in history or current events,
or achievements in art, science, or any other field, the Icontribu s of

women should be included and discussed when historically accurate.



(This criterion is designed to prevent a continuation of the common
practice in instructional materials of failUre to give sufficiex%t
attention to the achievements' of women in all'fields of endeavor
which are discussed. In the'development of any field, the contri-
butions of women can generally be accuratelty'included. Women have,
because of the bias in our Culture, generally been less esteemed and
less recognl'zed, no matter what their field, than men whO made
comparable.-eontributions.

The criterion does not set out specific requirements. However, if
biographies are included in the material, biographiesof women
should also be presented. Evaluators will find that materials Which
simply ignore half the population of any nation are notacceptab4e.)

3G. Sexually neutral language- -for example, "people," "persons," "men and/
0.. women," "pioneers," "they"--should generally be used.

(The standard here is basically objective and easy to measure:
Does the material include so many male referenced so as to exclude
females as participants in society? It is left to the evaluator's
discretion to determine when there areextenuating circumstances,
such as adherence to grammatical rules or, the requirement to convey
the author's iptended meaning.)

B.- Ethnic and Cultural Groups-- Education Code Sections 60040(b), and 60044(b)

In order to eroject die cultural diversity of our society, instill in each
child a sense of pride in his or her heritage, eradicate the seeds of
prejudice, and encourage the individual development of each pupil, instruc-

. tional materials, when portraying people (or animals having identifiable
human attributes), shall include,a fair representation of majority and
minority group characters portrayed in a wide variety of occupational and
behavioral roled, and present the contributions of ethnic and cultural
groups, thereby retnforcing the self-esteem and potential of all people and
helping the members of minority groups to find their rightfttplace in
society.

For purposes of these criteria, "group means one of those cultural and
racial groups referred to in Section 60040 of the Education Code, namely,
"American Indians, American Negroes, Mexican Americans, Asian Americans,
European Americans, and members of other ethnic and cultural groups."
(Please refer to note on page 9.)

'

The following criteria #1 and #2 are essential, and each shall be met.
The remainder of the-criteria should be met, but 100 percent compliance on
each one'is not essential to a "yes" vote. Unless the defiliency is fla-.
grant, failure in on category of Criterion #3 should not disqualify the
item, provided it 'meets the other categories to a reasonable degree. The
categories within-Criterion #3 may be judged as a group, wherein an eepe-
cially, good, rating om oce category may compensate for a poor showing on
another one.

Regardless of subject area all the following criteria apply to all instruc
tional Materials thit reflect contemporary United States or California

6
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society*br an unidentifiable society. In addition, criteria #1 and #2
apply to all terials that reflect any'contemporary society' outside the
United States (but see General LimitatiOns #3). , `

Consideration is iven to reprints of certain types of literature, music,
and art which do of conform to'any one or more of these criteria (see
General Limitatio #2). For example, when referehces to minority persons
are omitted, theirtabsence must be discussed and questioned in the stUitent

\.J

edition, with an eyktoward making the'student aware of the historical and
cultura,l situation 14 which this inequality occurred, the process of, philo-
sophfcal change 4nd its effects on social patterns, and the, underlying goal
of equality basic toour democratic system.

1. Descriptions, depictions, or labels which tend to demean, stereotype,
or be patronizing toward minority groups must not appear. -

\

(Evaluators should note all references'indicating that the talents,
activities, or deMeanor of racial or ethnic groups are inferior;
'for, example, "savage Indian" or "lazy xicans." Such references
constitute adverse reflections. See discussion in "General Limi-
tations" on page 1.) A

2. Instructional materials containing references to; or illustrations of,
people must refer to.or,illustrate a fair proportion of diverse ethnic
groups, except as limited by accuracy, or special purpose.

- -

(This criterion ii largely self-explanatory. Where4R a book or
other material dealing with urban sprawl must include references
to the diverse ethnic'groups existing'in our cities, this crite7
rion doeg not apply to materials dealing only with a narrow or
special 'aspect of United States or California society; for examples
a book Oaling solely with life in the barrio or solely with black
authors.)

3A. When diverse ethnic or cultural groups are portrayed, such portrayal
must not depict differences in customs or life-styles aa undesirable
and must not reflect an adverse value judgment of such differences.

"(This criterion is fairly self7explanatory. Diversity must be

portrayed as an enriching and positive element of our'society.-
*In no manner should any Othercultu be presented as less worthy
or less'important than the-culture of e majority group.)

3B. Mentally active, creative, and problem- solving r es, and success add
failure in those roles, should be divided in fair proportion between

'majority and minority group characters.

(Evaluators must examine instances in which minority chaTacters
are portrayed in mentally active, creative, and problem - solving
roles in contrast tothe more physical manual labor in which they(
are often depicted. Although such,portraytls should appear in A:
ratio supportive of the proposition that talents are equal in all.,
peoples, such ratios must fairly reflect respective representation

of total population.

7 11
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It is likely that in many situations the characters portrayed;"
in active, problem-solving roles will be main character's, andV*
count of majority and minority main characters involved in sucti.,
'activitiesiehould therefore yield a good starting paint for the"
eValuator to judge whether this criterion is met.

It is necessary to look to the consequences of activitieloinde -
taken by majority and minvity_ group c ters'presenta thv
material. Positive or nhative results, sucvs re, can
flow from the undertaking of any tasks; and it is not suggested
that all characters succeed at all times. A pattern of..s.uccess
or failure, however, should not emerge as correlated with the race,
ethnicity, or cultural background of the character.)

3C., The portrayal of minority characters in roles to which they have been
traditionally restricted by society should be balanced by the presenta-
tion of nontraditional activities for characters of that race.

("Traditional" in this criterion refers to activities which are
associated in a stereotypical way with persons of a certain race- -
for instance,, Mexican Americansengaging in farm labor and Asian
Americans 'operating laundries. The instructional materials need
not altogethei exclude such aCtivities.. However, such portrayals
should bebalanced with their opposite--nontraditional activities
for such persons. Balance is achieved when., at a minimumf instances.
of traditional activity can be shown in fair proportion with
instances of nontraditional activity. The evaluator should make a
qualitatkvi judgment about the competing portrayals. For example,
a single Wlustration pr a short poem which is nontraditional is
quantitatively overbalanced by a ten-page story, involving a tradi-
tional activity. however, the story would be acceptable if the
illustration or poem has an educational ekectivenesi or impact
equal to or greater than that of the story.)

3D. Minority persons should be depicted in the same range-of socioeconomic
settings.agare persons-of themajority group.

(InstruCtional materials should pro de a range of socioeconomic 1.

settings with which pupils can ide tify, but this criterion does not
speat`to that,seed for.variety. s criterion directs the evalu-
ator to note and ensure that, if a ange of socioeconomic settings
is portrayed, minority characters p ticipate in the tame range of
settings as.do'majority group charac rs. Socioeconomit character-
istics should not be portrayed as cot elated to race or ethnicity.),

3E. Depiction of diverse ethnic and cultural groups should not be limited to
the root culture, but rather expanded to include such groups within the
mainstream -of United States life.

1

(This criterion should be unnecessary, since the statute demands., by
implication, the portrayal of minority groups in a United States
setting. However, it has been noted that instructional thaterials
have sometimes tended to portray, for instance, Mexicans ih Mexico
and Japanese in Japan as a substitute for presenting the Mexican-
American and Asiaff-American experience. Root culture portray#18

1
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ma5ikbe.discussed in conjunction with the;particular minority group's/
,.United §tates or California experience and, therefore, should apt be

eliminated.. But alone,' they do not satisfy this-criterion. However,
_ this criterion is not applicable to materials dealingisolelpokfth
other countries or cultures.)

If professional or executiveroles,,or tocationa, trades; or other, gain-
fu/ occupations are portrayed, majority and minority, groups should be
presented therein in,fair tion.

(This 'criterion is'self-explanatory. Its ,purpose is to expand the_

portrayal of -occ4pational,roles of,thinorities and enable pupi1S-iO
igepti/y.with all fields of enterprise, regardless of race ap

nidity. '

. "Fair proportNta".in thi4;criterion'ddes not mean that an equa l'

number-of adult minority characters and majority"charatters shall be
portrayet'asyrofessionals or execytiyes and so on. Although no ,,

spectticcnuxber or percentage lox...each statutoxily noted minority
gyup is speCifiegi "tokenism" fot any minority group is as in c-

ceptable in instrucAtonal materials$s it. is in the real world
C's\ employment.) .

4
.

3G. enever development history "or .current events, oe\achievements in art; ..

iepte, or any other field are presented,the contributions of mi ty
p oples, and particularly the Adentification of, proMinedt'minority
pe tans-, should be included and discussed when historically accurate.

2k It fsjmportant to note that, in the development of any field',

contributions of minority peoples can generally be accurately
inclIted. Minority persons have, because of the bias in our cul-
tpre, generally. been less, esteemed and less recognized, nofmitter

/ what, their field, than majority persons who have made comparable
contributions. It is th'e publisher's responsibility 'to include

,minority persons in the instructional materials, and this inclusion
should extend to all the statutorily noted group,. If biographies
arelincluded in the material, biographies of minority persons should
also bepresented.)

(NOTE: At the present time, there ekists a giscrepancy in the ethnic andecul-
. tural.groups as identifiedin Education Code. Section 60040 and current Federal
and State reporting guidelines for affirmative action and other situations.

a
The newer, updated classificationg are:4

(a) American Indians or Alaskan natives
(b) Asian or Pacific Islanders
(c) 'Filipino

(d) Hispanic
(e). Black, not of Hispanic origin
_(f) White, -not of"Hispadic origin

Until there is A change to this section L-tti e Education Code, reviewers are

directed to cOnsider_only those classifications presented at the beginning of
thisSection%4

9'13
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C. icti n ofOlder'Persons and the Agin: Process

.In ordet to strengthen the shaping of a pupil's perception of svIlf in rela-
tioneol e aging process, materials shall depict the involvement,- problers,
and cont ibutions of ell' age groups, including older pefsons. Specifically,
Materials shall be assessed, in two major areas: the role of older persons in
our society; and, the attitude of the total-population toward aging and.older
persons.

I

.

*
The following criteria #1 and #2 are essential, and each shall be met. The
.remainder Of the criteria shOdld be met, but 100 percent complian e on,eacb
one is not essential to a "yes: vote. Unless the deficiency is lagrant,
failure in one of the categories of Criterion #3 should not disq alify the
itet,,provided it meets the othen categories to a reasonable Ilitg ee. Cate-

.

gOvies within Criterion #3 may be judged as a group, wherein a e eci y
good rating onone-category may compensate-for a poor'choasing,(In ano er
one.

Regardless of subject area:, all the following criteria apply to all instruc-
tional materials that reflect contemporary United States or California,'
society.br any unidentifiable society; In addition, Crittrion #1 applies' to
alI materials that reflect any society outside the United States (Aut see
General Limitations #3).

Consideration is given to reprints to cel-taip types of literature, music, 4nak,
-: art l`which do not conform to any one or more of these criteria (see General
" Limitation§ .#2). For example, when references to alder-Persons are omitted,

therr,absence onot.114.diacussed and questioned lnothe student edition, with
an eke towarPmakingthe puptllwara of the hisiorical,and coltural situation
in .which this'Anequalitl occurred and the process of philosophical cliange and
its effects on social patterni.

4 II

1. Descriptions, depictions, labels, or retort which tend to dempn,
stereotype, or be patronizing toward older persons must not appear.

fgrences to older persons ,indicate that, their talents, intej-:
ce, or activities are inferior to those that are Younger;.or

t they are incapable of handling a situation without a younger
person's assistance? For'example, there should be no labels such'
as "old maid," "old buzzard," 'old geezer," "fuddy-duddy," "crone,"

"rocking chair4ionder," or 'the geriatrics set. ". such references
constitute adverse'reflectiona. See discussion in "General
Limitations.")

2. Instructional materials containing references to, oft illustrations of,
human activities. must include,illustrations of older peitons, except as
limited by accuracy Or special purpose.,

(This criterionFa largely self-etplanatory. It applies to any
materials in which the age of persons is referred to or illustrated,
whetntr incidental'to the purpose of the material or not. Even
though numerically the portrayals of young afid older persons do
not have to be even,, the aspect of importance or impact of those
portrayals is a qualitative judgment.)

10 1 4
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. 1
3A. Mentally and physically acCive, creative, problem-solving roles, and

success and failure in those roles, should include older persons wit
persons of all ages,

3B. Emotions- -for example, fear, anger, aggression, excitement, or tender

neseshould occur randomly among characters regardless of age.

(All people are capable of, and susceptible to, all emotions; atlf's-
Ole idea that only females cry and only malesfiglit is an inaccurate
projection of reality. This is not to say that nstructional
.materials must,consistently depict young and . der persionain
reversed emotional roles. Evaluatois sh.. ., however,- be aware of

the tendency to stereotype emotiond. I any pattern appears, Och
as only older persons expressing fear r tenderness, or only young
persbns expressing` anger, the material does not meet this criterion.)

* 3C. Traditional activities engaged sin by characters of one age should be
.S%,. balanced by thepresediation of nontraditibnal activities for characters.

of that age and show the diversity of involvement, of olde, persons.

("Traditional" inthis criterion refers to activities which are
gen lly considered appropriate for persons of one age. For
inspa e, older persons knitting or crocheting, rocking in a rocking
chair, r, aking a nap; young persons working in employment outside the
ho or laying sports. The instructional materials certainly need
not exclude such activities. They should sbalanee such portrayal
with their opposite -- nontraditional activities for such persolp,

* Exwaples might be a younger person reading or aE quiet play, an
older, person physically working outside the home. All ages should. I.

be portrayed in all chores, recreational-activities, and creative k

endeavors whenever these activities are-port ayed in

7)

e materials.
Balance is achieved when instances of traditional ac vity can be
shown in fair proportion with instances of nontraditional activity.
The evaluator should make a qualitative judgment about the competing

vtportrayals.) ,

. 3D. If professional orexecutive roles, or vocations, trades; or other gain-
ful occupations are portrayed, younger and older persons should be repre-
sented therein approximately equally.

(This criterion is relatively self- explanatory. Its purpose is to
expand the portrayal of occupational roles of older and younger
persons and enable pupils to identify with all fields of enterprise,
regardless of age.-

Evaluator should ensurethat instructional materials indicate an

equally wide variety*of vocational choices for all ages, measured -

by the number of vocations in which older, persons are depicted
compared to the iuMber in which younger Persons are depicted.
Disproportionate numbers of older persons portrayed ln a, par cular
vocation should indicate that the material requires careful crutinT
for compliance.

Many vocationsfor example, construction or landscaping--are
'typically portrayed by yoknger persons. Evaluators should ensure

11
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that older peisons a,re depicted in such vocational.roles approxi-
ma eiv-as often as younger percOns.

Aether .such equality is achieved can most easily be ascertains; by
a simple head count comparison of younger and older person main and
backgroun arac e portrayed in vocational roles. Older ,

should alsp be presented in executive positions--as business
etcutivet, official's, and administrators, for example--as often as
y,Ouriger persons ate: Similarly, older persons should be presented
Tn\skilled occupations, such as building and other technicil trades.)

3E. Where life -

`styles
are discussed, younger and older persons should be

offered an equally wide range of such aspirations and job satisfaction.,

"*(yartous occupations and various life- styles feeding toward retire-

, meat, should also be 'cast in an 1ffirmative light. Pupils should
understand that everyone ages and that aging is a normal life
process. They should prepare for change during various stages of
their lives and should expect to live fully in later life.)

3F. Whenever a material presents developments in history or current events, or
achievements in art, science,.br any other field, the contributions of
older persons should be included and discussed when historically accurate,
in order to help create sensitivity to the role and values placed by
different ethnic and cultural groups on Older persons.

(This criterion is designed to prevent a continuation of the common
pelictice in instructional Materials of failure to give sufficient
attention to the achievements of older persons in all fields of
en or which are discusled. In the development ofany field, the
contri tions of older persons can geneially be accurately included.
The ins ructional materials should promote the concept that the knowl-
edge, eA ewtence, and service of older persons is valuable to%Che entire
Society.

4
D. Depiction of Disabled Persons

In' order to encourage the individual developme land self-esteem of each
child, regardless of disability, instructional materials, when they portray
people (or animals having identifiable human attributes). shall portray
dipabie'd pirsons in a wide variety of occupational, emotional, and behavioral
situations showing the diversity of activities in which disabled persons ace
.involved within the full range of [heir potential. specifically, materialt
shall, be assessed in two major areas: the role of disabled persons in our
society; and the attitude of the total population toward disabled persons.

The following criteria #1 and #2 ar ssential, and each shall be met. The
remainder of the criteria should be iet, but 100 percent compliance on each
one is'not essential to'a "yes" vote. Unless the deficiency is flagrant,
failut* in one of the categories of CriteriOn #3 should not disqualify the
item, provides it meets the other categories to 4 reasonable"degree. 'Cate-

gories_within Criterion #3 may be judged as a group, wherein an especially
good rating to one category may compensate for a poor showing on another one.

itJ
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Regardless' of subject area, all of the following criteria apply to all
instructional materlals that reflect contemporary United States or California
society or any unidentifiable society. In addition, Criterion #1 applies"to
all materials dist reflect'any society outside'the United States (but 'see ,

General Limitations #3).

1. Descriptions, depictions, labels,or retorts which tend to demean,
stereotype, or be patftnizing toward disabled persons must not appear.

'(Do references to disabled persons, indicate that their talents,
intelligence, or activities are severely limited or'correlate with
evil? Conversely,, are disabled persons endowed with superhilmanc -

attributes? Are disabled persons always shown requiring the assis-
tance of ablebodied persons? For example, there should be Do labels
such as "retard," "spaz,"'"freak," "crip/( ripple," "M.R."-"Orphan
Annie," or "idiot." SUch references constitute adverse reflections.
See the discussion in "General Limitation-,.")

2% Instructional materials containing references to, or illustrations of,
human activities must include illustrations of disabled-persons, except
as' limited by accuracy or special purpose.

(This criterion is largely self-explanatory. It applies to any
materials in which the ability or disability of pprsons is referred

. to or illustrated, whether incidental to the purpose of the mate-
.riag, or not. Even though numerically the portrayals of disabled
and.4blebodied persons do not have to be even, the aspect of the

_importance or impact ofthose portrayals is a qualitative judgment:

The purpose of this criterion is to emplivize the contributions of
disabled persons to the society and to show the diversity of activi-
ties in Mhich disabled persons are involved. The materials should
include depictions of disabled person's participating. in all facets
of life in a wide variety of sitalations.)

3A. Mentally and physically active, creative, probleM-solving roles, and
puccess and failure in those roles, should include disabled persons 'of
all ages to the extent possible. The instructional materials should show
disIbled persons interacting as equals and givtng as well as receiving.

3B. Emotions- -for example, fear, anger, aggressi n, excitement, or tender- .

ness--should occur randomly among characters regardless of ability
or disability.

(All people are Apable of, and suscept ble to, all emotions; and .

the idea that only females cry and only males fight, or only 'able-
bodied persons can be sexual, is an ina,curate projection of Leality.
This is, not to say that instructional Materiais must consistently
depict disabled and ablebodied per&ona in reversed emotional roles..
Evaluators should, however,'be aware of the tendency to stereotype
emotions. If any pattern appears, such as pnly iblehodied persons
expressing fear or tenderness, or only disabled persons expressing
anger or frustration, the material does not meet, this criterion.)

13
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3C. Traditional 'activities engaged in by characters exhibiting disabilities
should be balanced by the presentation of nontraditional-activities for
characters with disabilities and show the diversity of activities in
which disabled persons are involved.

("Traditional" in this criterion refers to activities which are
generally Considered appropriate -for persons that are disabled.

For instance, disabled persons confined t.) wheelchairs, gurneys, or
crutches selling novelties on the street corner or constructing simple
objects; ablebodied persons engaged in outside employment or playing
in active sports. While the instructionL1 materials certainly need not
exclude such activities, they should balance such portrayal with their
oppos'itenontradationalactivities for such persons. Examn4es might
be a disabled person playing basketball in a .wheelGhair or an ablebodied
person engaged in basket weaving. The materials should promote the
concept that the knowledge, experience, and service of disabled persons
of all ages and gender are valuable to the entire society.

Balance is achieved when instances of traditional activity can be
shown in fair proportion with instances of nontraditional activity.
The evaluator should make a qualitative judgment about the competing.
'portrayals.)

/

If professional or executive roles, or vocations, trades, or of er
gainful occupations are portrayed, disabled and ablebodied pers ns
should be represented in reasonable proportions.

,(This criterion is large lie self-explanatory. Its purpose is to
expand the portiayal of dlEcupational roles of disabled persons and
,enable pupils to identify with all fields of enterprise, regardless
of physical and mental ability.)

3Ey Whe,'e life-style choices are discussed, disabled and ablebodied persons
should be offered an. equally wide range of such choices and aspirations.

(4arious occupations and life-styles should promote the concept
that the knowledge,' experience, and service of disabled persons
are valuable tq the entire society. Avoid one-dimensional charac-,
terizations of' disabled persons. Show disabled people interacting
as equals and .giving as well as receiving. The disabled person
should be integrated into the mainstream of society. 'Plans of '

::pupils for their awn future's should not be stereotyped by dis-
:abilities.)

3F. 'Whenever a mdlerial presents developments in history or current events,
or achievement in the arts, science, or any other field, the contribu-

% tion4 of disabled persons should be included and discussed when his-
torically accurate.

' 41
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(This criterion is intended to prevent a continuation of the omis-
sion in instructional materials of the achievements of disabled
persons. Insights should be provided into the societal barriers
that keep disabled people from living full lives--systematic/
discrimination in employment, education, and housing;*inacces-
sible transportation and buildings; and exorbitant expenses for
necessities. .1

In the' development of any field, the contributiorfs of disabled
persons have, because of the bias in our culture, generally been
less esteemed and less recognized, no matter what their field,
than ablebodied persons who made comparable cont-ributions.

This criterion does not set out specific requirements. If biogra-
phies are included in the material, however, biographies of disabled
persons should also be presented.)

E. The Entrepreneur and Labor Education Co Sections 60040(c) and 60044(a) ,

Criterion #1 is an essential n order for the material to be approved,
this crit rion SHALL bemet. The categories within Criteria #2 should be
met, 00 percent compliance on.each one is not essential to a "yes"
vote.

1: References or labels which tend to demean, stereotype, or be patronizing
'toward.an occupation, vocatioa, or_livelihood must not appear.

2A. Where appropriate, reference should be made to the role 'and contribution
of the entrepreneur in the total developthent of California and the United
States, and oany such reference should be accurate.

2B. Where appiopriate, reference should be made to the role and contribution
of labor in 'the total development of California and the United States,

,

and any such reference should'be accurate.

F. ReligionEducation Code Se5ions 60040(b) and 60044.-

These three criteria are essent4a1 items--in order for pit? material to be
approvid,.they SHALL all be met. 7
1. . No religious belief or practice shall be held up to ridicule or any

religious group portrayed as inferior%

2. Any explanation or description of a religious belief or Oractice shall
. be presented in a manner which neither encourages nor discourages belief

in the matter oor indoctrinates the student in any particular religious
belief. A

(This criterion must not be construed to mean that the mere depic-
tion of religion constitutes indoctrination. For example, religious
songs and art may be included ininstructional materials.)

15



3. Portrayals of contemporary United States society should, where religion
is discussed of depicted, reflect its religious,diversity. Except where
a mAerial'deals with a particular'racial, ethnic, or cultural group or a
particular historical era in the United States ,or California, materials
in,' but not limited to, art, music, and social sciences must, to a
reasonable extent, reflect the religious diversity of contemporary United
States society. (Education Code Section 60040(b) in conjunctinn with
cultural diversity.)

G. Ecology and Environment--Education Code Section 60041(a)

The categories within Criterion #1 should be met, but 100 percent'compliance
on.each,one is not essential to a,"yesvoxe. Each category represents a
value judgment; and, unless the deficiencyL4s flagrant, failure in one
category should not disqualify the item, provided it meets' the other cate-
gories to a reasonable degree.

IA. Responsibilities of human, beings a healthy environment are appro-
priately portrayed.

1B. Wise use of resources,' both human and physicall'is actively encouraged.

1C. Interdependence of people and their environment is portrayed.

1D. Adverse effects of solutions to envir7nMental problems are identified.
4

1E. Appropriate means of protecting the environment are suggested.

.

H. Dangerous Substancesillqducation Code Section b0041(b)

The categories within Criterion #1 shouldbe met, but 100 percent compliande
on each one is not essential to a "yes" vote. Each category represents a
value judgment; and, unless the deficiency is flagrant, failure in one
category shOuld not disqualify the item, provided it meets the other cate7
gory to a.reasonable degree.4

IA. The hazards of the use of tobacco, alcohol, narcotics, and restricted
dangerous drugs are depicted in,illustrations or discussions where .

references to these substances are included-in instructional materials.

1B. The use of tobacco, alcdho1,4narcotics, or restricted dangerous drugs'is
not glamorized or encouraged by illustrations or discussion references.

'1. Thrift, Fire Prevention, and Humane'Treatment of Animals and People--
Education"Code Section 60042

The categories within Criterion #1 should.be met, but 100 percent Compliance
on each one is not essential to a "yes" vote. Each category repreSents a
value judgment; and, unless the deficiency is flagrant, failure in one

16.
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category should not disqualify the item, Provided it meets the other cate
gories to a reasonable degree.

1A. Thr4.ft is encouraged by illustrations or discussion references. Wasteful
actions are neither glamorized nor encouraged.

1B. Fire prevention is explained and encouraged by illustrations or discus
sion references. Unsafe practices -and hazardous situations are neither
illustrated nor encouraged.

1C. The humane treatment of animal's and people is encouraged by illustrations
or discussion, reference. Violence, physical abuse, depraved actions, or
unconventional treatment are neither illustrated nor encouraged:

J. Declaration of Independence and Constitution of the United States- -
Education Code Section 60043

This criterion should be met only if it is apprOpriate to the comprehension
of pupils. In, addition, this value judgment appljes only to instructional
materials for social science, history, or civics class!".

1. The Declaration of Independence and the'Constitution of the United States
should be presented.

4
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EXTRACTS FROM ME EDUCATION CODE

Portrayal of Culturalnd Racial Diversity

60040. When adopting instructional materials for use in the sen-Ols, governing
boards shall include only.instructionalematerials which, in their, termination,
accurately portray the culturiloand racial diversity of our society, including:

(a) The contributions of both men and women in all types. of roles, including
professional, vocational, and executive roles.

4 (b) The role and contributions of American Indians, American Negroes, Mexican
Americans, Asian Americans, European Americans, and members of other ethnic and
cultural groups to the total development of California and the United States.

de

(c) The role and ientributions of the entrepreneur and labor in the total
development of California And the. United States.

Ecological System; Use of Tobacco, Alcohol, Drugs, and Other Dangerous Substances
F.1

6004i. When adopting instructional materials for use in schools, governing boards
shall include only instructional materials which accurately, portray, whenever
appropriate:

(a) Man's and woman's place in ecological systems and the necessity for the
protection-of our environment.

(b) The effects on the human System of the use Of tobacco, alcohol, naytotics,
and restricted dangerous drugs as defined in Section 11032 of the Healttrind
Safety Code, and other dangerous substances.

001-

Thrift, Fire

60042. When

boards shall
thrift, fire

Prevention, and Humane Treatmentof Animals and People

adopting instructional materials for use in the schools, goyerning
require such materials as they deem necessary and proper to encourage
prevention, and the humane treatment of animals and people.

_Declaration of Independence alid'9onstitutipn of the United States

60043: When adopting instructional mate ials for use in the schools, governing
boards shall require, whenappropriatet amprehension of pupils, that
textbooks for social science, higtory, or civics c ontain the Declaration
of Independence and the ConstitUtion of the United States.

Prohibited'Instructional Materiali

60044. No instructional materials shall be adopted by any governing board for
use in the schools which, in. its determination, contains:

4

(a) Any matter reflecting adversely upon personseceuse of their race, color,
creed, national origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation.

(b) Any sectarian or denominational doctrine or propaganda -contrary to law.
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